
 
 

The Die Has Been Cast 
 

The Left, yet again, sets the dialog.  Manipulation of voting laws 
and practices have, at the very least, given them a basis for even 
more resistance should President Trump prevail in the election. 
 
I created this title art over a week ago and started this article immediately 
after.  I did not make three versions... just this one.  The Left, as usual, tells us 
their game plan if we care enough to listen.  This was one of those times.  This 
is the age of modern technology.  Some have called it the Information Age.  
Other than enhancing the means of vote tampering, we had no legitimate need 
for more ways, or more time, to vote.   
 
Through manipulation of voting laws and practices the Left has taken away 
the ability for a winner to be declared on the night of Election Day.  Ballot 
tabulation being delayed gives practitioners of voter fraud more time to create 
as many ballots as are needed to win.  They may be able to elect Joe Biden 
through these means, but should they fail, they’ve still won a major victory.  
They’ve assured four more years of resistance and gridlock.  They will have 
created yet another club to use beat America to death and more reasons to 
justify their own rabid behavior. 
 
Sadly, but not surprisingly, the Left’s control seems to be extended to the U. S. 
Supreme Court: 
 
Supreme Court rejects Trump effort to shorten North Carolina mail-ballot 
deadline. 
 
Chief Justice Roberts Prevents Conservative Colleagues from Handing GOP a 
Stay in Significant Pa. Mail-in Ballot Counting Case. 
 
Some petty little Tyrants with their eyes set on Cabinet posts are more than 
willing to assist in this latest charade: 
 
MICHIGAN GOV: ‘It’s Going to Take us a Little While to Count… Prepare to Be 
Patient’ 
 
The Left has assured themselves a victory no matter who actually wins.  They 
have granted themselves four more years of outrage to use against everyone 
who’s not in complete agreement with their constantly changing views and 
opinions.  If you can remember how far the Left has drifted toward 
Communism during the last four years you can imagine the next four years. 
 
We had two reasonable expectations as far as this election goes: 
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• Four more years much like the last four years 
• A rapid descent into the Hell known as Communism 

 
No matter what the outcome we need to address a few issues if we’re to 
survive as the nation we were even just a few years ago. 
 

• Our own lethargy.  As long as we refuse to take responsibility for our 
Government then we can expect to be treated like the sheep that we are.  
It should be increasingly obvious, from this election alone, that the Left 
is in control.  If the drive for expanding the methods and times for voting 
didn’t alarm you, it should have.  If it didn’t motivate you to write letters 
and make phone calls, it should have.  Anyone who can participate in 
social media has everything required to become a keyboard warrior in 
defense of their own home, if they value the lives of their descendants. 
 

• The MainStream Media aka the Fourth Estate.  The purpose, ‘raison 
d’être’, of this fourth element is to act as an counterbalance, a 
systemically opposite force that is to report, verify and question matters 
of governance, public matters as well as commercial ones, conducted by 
the powers, we the people, have entrusted it with and bestowed upon. 
 
The MSM has a responsibility to present factual information.  When it 
does otherwise it tends to become Pravda or Izvestia.  This once great 
nation can not survive when all major news outlets are organs of the 
Leftist government. 

 
• Corporate America, Big Pharma, Professional Sports, Wall Street, 

Academia etc.  All of these Leftist controlled groups, and many more, 
work against your best interests.  There are actions you can take. 
 

• Your Constitutional Rights.   I’ll give only one example and that should 
be enough.  No one should live in fear of expressing their political 
opinions.  You shouldn’t lose your job, be beaten to death, have your 
property destroyed, your homes burned, or be ostracized by friends and 
relatives simply because you have, and voice, your own opinion. 
 

 
If President Trump is reelected our problems won’t go away.  I hope no one 
expected they would, at least not after the Left made their larcenous 
intentions known.  The Left will claim another fraudulent election... yet 
another proof that President Trump considers himself a dictator and that his 
followers belong in concentration camps. 
 
If President Trump isn’t reelected the society will quickly devolve into a 
dystopian existence.  This will no longer be a safe place to work, raise a family 
or live in peace and safety.   I’ve planned options I really didn’t want to use 
but it’s time to seriously consider them. 
 
I’d say more but I’ve said enough.  Today was my wedding day and I watched 
election coverage and finished this article.  I need to follow my own advice 
more often.  I need to do a serious reassessment of my own priorities. 
 

 
 

A pdf copy of this article may be downloaded here. 
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